
SparkleArkle
A live-action/CGI series of 15 minute stories
for children aged pre-school to 10 years.

Based on the short stories of the same name, SparkleArkle charms 
with a fun series of self-contained, aspirational tales 
unfolding beneath the rich, leafy canopy of a Hospital Fairy 
Garden of Dreams and Wishes.

Increasingly in hospitals around the world, gardens are being 
installed as a therapeutic tool. Some of them are purpose-built 
as Fairy Gardens, full of winding paths, luxurious vegetation, 
bubbling fountains and endless nooks and crannies in which to 
explore, play, or simply sit quietly.

The very special Hospital Fairy Garden of Dreams and Wishes at 
Mercy General draws to it - as if by magic - patients aged from 
four to ninety-four, their families and friends, and the doctors 
and nurses who look after them.

Oh, and it's also home to the Arkle Family - a collection of 
Fairies, Gnomes, Pixies, Elves, Singing Flowers, Giggling Fruit, 
Fire-Breathing Baby Dragons and so much more.

Get ready to laugh and sometimes to cry through tears of wonder 
and happiness as the joys of life - in all its wondrous stages 
of transformation - are examined with fun-filled fantasy, life-
affirming compassion, and absolutely unconditional love.
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OPENING TITLES

FADE IN:

INT. HOSPITAL FAIRY GARDEN OF DREAMS AND WISHES - MORNING

Hovering in mid-air at the top of an arched trellis wrapped 
in lush greenery and multicoloured blooms a woolly, cream-
coloured Fairy-Pooch jumped at the sound of:

SparkleArkle
BarkleArkle!

His long, pink tongue freezing in mid-lick, BarkleArkle used 
his tail as a rudder to turn in the air just enough to see 
the unusually stern face of his mistress.

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
There's a fine line between licking 
something better and eating it and 
that poor strawberry is starting to 
look distinctly nervous!

BarkleArkle had the grace to look sheepish as he flitted out 
of the way of NarkleArkle who clambered grumpily up the 
trellis from which the large, sorry-looking strawberry hung.

NarkleArkle
I'm not surprised. Strawberries are 
supposed to grow on a vine on the 
ground. Not where they grow here, 
up higher than most adults.

SparkleArkle
But that's what makes them so 
special.

NarkleArkle
I'm not saying it isn't special. 
Just that strawberries usually grow 
on the ground.

SparkleArkle responded with just the slightest hint of 
exasperation.



SparkleArkle
And the point I'm making, is that 
our strawberries are always 
luscious, juicy, red, plump and in 
season and the poor one 
BarkleArkle's been licking is none 
of those things.

Gnome and Fairy looked at each other for a moment, then said 
simultaneously:

NarkleArkle

Sorry.

SparkleArkle

Sorry.

And then added together:

NarkleArkle

Thank you.

SparkleArkle

Thank you.

Each felt bad about being short with the other.

The fact they were was just another indication that something 
was wrong in the Hospital Fairy Garden of Dreams and Wishes.

Which was why all the Arkles had gathered for a special 
meeting and were standing - or hovering - in a semi-circle 
facing the tiny fairy with the blue eyes and golden hair.

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
So apart from this sick strawberry, 
there's a vine that's stopped 
creeping, a honeysuckle that's 
stopped putting out perfume, and 
the water in the Wishing Well's 
turned brackish. Has anyone got 
anything else to report?

NarkleArkle grumbled over his shoulder from where he was 
inspecting the off-colour strawberry.

NarkleArkle
Two of my petunias have stopped 
flowering.

IckleArkle
And some of the snails ran out of 
slime.

IckleArkle, the Finicky Fairy, shuddered as she pulled the 
ickiest face imaginable from where she was hovering above the 
wishing well.
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IckleArkle (CONT’D)
I had to grease them up so they 
could keep moving round the garden. 
It was too gross!

ErkleArkle
And I had to burn two dragons!

Everyone stared in astonishment at ErkleArkle, the Elf who 
never quite managed to say what he actually meant. When he 
saw the confused looks - even from BarkleArkle - ErkleArkle 
paced from one end to the other of the cubby house roof he 
was standing on to explain to the gathered crowd:

ErkleArkle (CONT’D)
Err, that is, I had to re-light 
their fires so they could breathe 
smoke and flame again. So I didn't 
actually set fire to them. Just 
their breath. It took me four 
litres of petrol. Each!

Which prompted MarkleArkle, the Fairy who felt it very 
important to mark things with a score out of ten and who was 
flitting up to hand ErkleArkle a 3.5 score-card for what he’d 
just said, to declare:

MarkleArkle
This has got all the potential of 
an eight-out-of-ten disaster! What 
are we going to do?!

As SparkleArkle answered she absentmindedly rubbed 
BarkleArkle's tummy while he hovered rapturously upside down 
in the air in front of her, one hind leg kicking almost as 
fast as his Fairy-Pooch wings were flitting.

SparkleArkle
The first thing is to work out the 
cause and I think I know what it 
might be.

LarkleArkle
Then why haven't you done anything 
about it?

As LarkleArkle asked the question the Practical Joker Pixie 
surreptitiously tossed pixie dust in the direction of 
NarkleArkle's rather generous girth, pretending not to notice 
when the Gnome's pants fell to his ankles.

SparkleArkle tried hard not to look at the suddenly-revealed 
boxers as she answered:

SparkleArkle
Because I wanted to check with 
QuarkleArkle and … (ASK IF I’M 
RIGHT.)
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QuarkleArkle
(over)

And I think you're right.

QuarkleArkle suddenly appeared out of thin air in the midst 
of the crowd causing startled Fairies, Gnomes, Pixies and 
Elves to jump … and then look around in confusion as 
QuarkleArkle disappeared just as quickly to reappear next to 
SparkleArkle to ask:

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
Darcy?

SparkleArkle
(nodding)

Darcy.
(to BarkleArkle)

Hush, puppy.

The Fairy-Pooch was barking furiously at where QuarkleArkle 
had been only a moment ago, unaware the Quantum Physics Fairy 
was now hovering in the air behind him.

HarkleArkle
What's a 'Darcy'? Never heard of 
one.

SparkleArkle couldn't help thinking that the Listening Gnome 
was more ears than anything else, then banished the thought 
as ungenerous before answering:

SparkleArkle
Not 'what'; 'who'. Over there.

The assembly turned their heads to stare at a small, sick-
looking little boy using one of the footbridge railings for 
support while he rested from the simple exertion of walking 
round the Hospital Fairy Garden of Dreams and Wishes.

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
He only just arrived yesterday and 
he's not well at all.

(to QuarkleArkle)
How did you know?

QuarkleArkle
I felt his negative thoughts 
bumping into me all the way over in 
a Universe parallel to this one.

NarkleArkle
Can we get back to the point of the 
meeting?

NarkleArkle only just remembered in time to add …

NarkleArkle (CONT’D)
Please?
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… as he struggled unsuccessfully to tie a knot in his rope-
belt and LarkleArkle fell about laughing behind him.

QuarkleArkle
Darcy is the point of the meeting.

QuarkleArkle said this as she appeared out of thin air next 
to LarkleArkle to blow heartily on his pixie dust, sending it 
up his nose and turning his giggles into violent sneezes that 
sent him flitting backwards from one corner of the garden to 
another.

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
Like most humans, Darcy doesn't 
realize the power of his own 
thoughts. The sickness he's 
focussing on isn't just affecting 
his own body.

TarkleArkle
You mean that's what's making 
everything in the garden sick, 
too?!

As she gasped the question, her deliciously white eyes 
enormous with realization, the Pitch-Black Fairy ducked to 
avoid LarkleArkle sneezing past.

QuarkleArkle reached up to grab LarkleArkle by the nose to 
stop his sneezing fit as she laconically responded:

QuarkleArkle
Yep!

MarkleArkle
This gets even worse! I'm going to 
have to upgrade this disaster to an 
8.5; maybe even a 9 out of 10!

SarkleArkle
That's the kind of positive 
thinking that's really going to 
help … NOT!

The Sarcastic Fairy was clearly just as exasperated as she 
was by the fact she was regularly delivered SparkleArkle's 
mail in error and vice versa.

Recognizing the need to pull things gently into line 
SparkleArkle called to the assembly:

SparkleArkle
Okay, everyone! Do the best nursing 
of the Garden you can while 
QuarkleArkle and I talk to Darcy. 
Let's meet back here in the morning 
to see how things are go-
OOOOOoing!!!
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Forgetting she was in the company of QuarkleArkle, 
SparkleArkle was taken by surprise at instantaneously finding 
herself next to Darcy.

BarkleArkle, equally confused, shook his head so hard to 
clear it that - just for a moment - his wings were able to 
stop because his ears kept him hovering in mid-air.

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
Hello, Darcy, how are you?

Darcy
Worse than ever.

Despite his exhaustion the sick little boy suddenly found the 
energy to start with surprise as QuarkleArkle appeared with a 
small 'pop' to hover just in front of his face.

QuarkleArkle
Of course you are. Thoughts affect 
our reality; first Rule of Quantum 
Physics. Though not nearly enough 
humans know it, yet.

Darcy looked with confusion at SparkleArkle who gently 
explained:

SparkleArkle
QuarkleArkle is a Quantum Physics 
Fairy.

Suddenly angry, Darcy demanded of QuarkleArkle:

Darcy
So are you saying I'm not really 
sick, I just think I am?!

QuarkleArkle
I'm saying we don't always think 
what we think we think.

The moment she said it, QuarkleArkle looked at SparkleArkle 
who was smiling sunnily, already anticipating the question.

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
Was that a bit confusing?

SparkleArkle
Not at all. It was completely 
confusing.

QuarkleArkle took a moment to marshal her thoughts before 
snapping her fingers and making a folded piece of paper 
appear in her hand as she asked Darcy:

QuarkleArkle
You've been thinking you want to 
get well, right? But how? 
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Have you been thinking how sick you 
are of being sick, or how great it 
feels when you're well?

Darcy pondered this carefully, sensing from the keen 
attention of the two fairies his answer was very important.

Darcy
Sick of being sick, I guess.

QuarkleArkle
Correct!

QuarkleArkle happily tossed the piece of paper into the air, 
Darcy having just enough time to read on it the words …

"Sick of being sick"

… before BarkleArkle pounced to start chewing them to bits.

Darcy jumped a little as he realized QuarkleArkle had 
materialized right next to his ear where she softly said:

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
The thing is, Darcy, what we focus 
on is what we attract. You were 
focussing on being sick, so you got 
more sick. If you focus on feeling 
well, the Universe has to give you 
more of that.

And when Darcy continued looking doubtful, SparkleArkle 
suggested:

SparkleArkle
Just for one day why don't you try 
thinking only about how great it 
feels when you're well, and we'll 
see how you feel tomorrow, okay?

Darcy
That's not easy when you're feeling 
sick.

Taking in Darcy’s hangdog reply the two fairies looked at 
each other, their eyebrows raised questioningly. Then they 
nodded, and QuarkleArkle started appearing and disappearing 
in front of Gnomes and Fairies all over the garden, quickly 
whispering in their ears.

SparkleArkle, meanwhile, was telling Darcy:

SparkleArkle
You’re right, it isn't always easy 
thinking happy thoughts when you're 
sick, so here are some helpful 
hints.
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By this stage Fairies, Gnomes, Pixies and Elves were lining 
up to file past Darcy, NarkleArkle at the head of the queue:

NarkleArkle
Whenever I need cheering up from 
the inside out - which is really 
the only way to do it and might not 
need to happen as often as you'd 
think because I'm not the Testy 
Grump that some people seem to 
think …

He was politely interrupted by SparkleArkle gently but firmly 
announcing:

SparkleArkle
Perhaps, everyone, we should make 
this short - Darcy's a little 
tired.

NarkleArkle
Of course. Sorry. My favourite 
thing which always makes me smile 
is imagining my Petunias rap-
dancing to happy songs in the 
breeze.

NarkleArkle nodded at a nearby flower bed where that exact 
thing was happening, rows of Petunias hip-hopping happily:

Petunias
We be Rappin' 'Tunias,
Singin' songs to Juniors;
‘Bout how to change thought-focus,
To help us feel Okey-Dokus.

With the Gnome's face creased into a rarely-seen smile 
NarkleArkle moved on, his place taken by IckleArkle who 
dreamily declared:

IckleArkle
I like to think of blowing bubbles 
from the soft soap I use to wash my 
hands whenever they get icky.

She was followed by MarkleArkle who breathlessly offered:

MarkleArkle
I once gave someone a 10 out of 10; 
nothing makes me happier than 
thinking of a Perfect Score!

LarkleArkle was next, tossing Pixie-dust over himself and 
turning into a giant, smiling mouth with rainbow-coloured 
teeth.
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LarkleArkle
Smiles are my favourite things. 
Especially when the joke's on me so 
everyone can laugh.

ErkleArkle was grinning like all the rest when he stepped up 
to say:

ErkleArkle
Out of all those rainbow colours, 
pink is my favourite. Err, when 
it's in the sky, I mean. You know, 
when the sun's going up or coming 
down. Err, what I'm trying to say 
is, sunrises and sunsets always 
remind me of how special every day 
is.

As the queue of Fairies, Gnomes, Pixies and Elves continued 
filing past, Darcy started looking a little better with each 
shared Favourite Thing giving him something else to focus on.

DISSOLVE TO:

The next morning Darcy, with BarkleArkle dive-bombing in and 
out to lick his cheeks, hurried excitedly into the Hospital 
Fairy Garden of Dreams and Wishes calling out:

Darcy
SparkleArkle! You'll never guess 
what!?!

SparkleArkle
I think I might.

(smiles)
You're feeling better?

Darcy
How did you know?!

Darcy looked crestfallen his thunder had been stolen.

SparkleArkle
One flit round the garden was 
enough to tell me.

SparkleArkle tickled a fat, happy strawberry to the point of 
near-hysterics as she added:

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
Everything's all healthily back to 
normal.

QuarkleArkle
Here, that is.

Darcy started and BarkleArkle growled as QuarkleArkle popped 
out of nowhere.
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Darcy
What do you mean 'here'?

QuarkleArkle
In the Parallel Universe I've just 
come from it took quite a while for 
the garden to recover because you 
didn't get better.

After a shocked moment Darcy asked with wide eyes:

Darcy
You mean in that Universe I died?

QuarkleArkle
Of course you did.

QuarkleArkle's response was matter-of-fact.

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
That Darcy was ready to go. The 
point is; you - right here and now - 
are in charge of your own Quantum 
Leap.

Darcy
(confused)

What's a Quantum Leap?

QuarkleArkle
It's the leap you made from 
focussing on feeling sick, to 
focussing on how good it is to feel 
well. It's like when I leap from 
here to here.

QuarkleArkle effortlessly popped from one side of Darcy to 
the other, adding:

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
Except not quite as fast.

Darcy
Will I ever be able to get that 
fast at it?

QuarkleArkle
That depends on how much you 
practise.

QuarkleArkle smiled as she disappeared once again.

When she didn't reappear, Darcy asked SparkleArkle:

Darcy
Can QuarkleArkle leap into the 
future?
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QuarkleArkle
Of course I can.

QuarkleArkle popped back with a bone for BarkleArkle, the 
Fairy Pooch’s eyes widening with delight.

QuarkleArkle (CONT’D)
That's where I've just been; why do 
you ask?

Darcy
Because the doctor was surprised I 
was feeling good today, so I was 
wondering how long I'm going to be 
better for?

QuarkleArkle whispered something into SparkleArkle's ear 
before disappearing again, leaving the blue-eyed fairy to 
explain:

SparkleArkle
QuarkleArkle isn't allowed to tell 
anyone directly about their future.

Darcy
Why not?

SparkleArkle
So they can make up their own minds 
about how it turns out.

Darcy
That sounds to me like she doesn't 
really know.

Without realizing it, Darcy was suddenly doing a good 
impersonation of NarkleArkle’s grumbling.

SparkleArkle
Oh, she knows, alright.

SparkleArkle smiled as she touched her wand to BarkleArkle's 
bone making it twice the size and sending the Fairy Pooch's 
tail into overdrive.

SparkleArkle (CONT’D)
She just told me.

Darcy
So you both know and I don't?! 
That's so not fair!!

SparkleArkle
Don't tell me, tell QuarkleArkle. 
She'll be back to see you in ten-
and-two-fifth quarkles. That's part 
of what she whispered to me.
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Darcy
(confused beat)

Was the other part what a quarkle 
is? Because it'd be a big help if I 
knew that.

SparkleArkle
No.

(smiles)
The rest of what she said was more 
in the way of a clue. She wanted 
you to have a think about what you 
might like for a 21st birthday 
present.

It took Darcy a moment or two to realize that meant he was 
going to be well for a long, long time.

And then he started grinning happily once again.

FADE OUT.

-o0o-

SparkleArkle creator Sean Nash has written, produced or 
directed over 400 hours of internationally screened film and 
television comedy, romance, action and drama using live 
action, CGI and animation.

Highlights of Sean's career include eight of his screenplays 
being nominated for Australian Writers’ Guild Awards (with 
four of them winning their categories) and two of his 
screenplays being shortlisted for the prestigious State 
Premier's Literary Awards in New South Wales and Queensland.

Other career highlights include being the writer-director of 
an Australian Film Institute Award-winning screenplay in 
1996, as well as creating, writing, producing and directing 
the pilot to a 1-hour drama series based around the 
Australian Customs Service for Australia’s 7 Network.

For more information on SparkleArkle and other drama or 
comedy titles created by Sean, please contact:

Gary Jones
Smith & Jones Management
Level 4, 74-78 Wentworth Ave
Sydney NSW 2000
AUSTRALIA
Ph  +61 2 9213 9612
Fax +61 2 9281 2488
EMAIL: gary@smithandjonesmgt.com.au
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